
Project

Located in Santa Clara, California, NVIDIA specializes in the design of graphics processing 
units (GPUs) that are used in computers. NVIDIA is a market leader in GPUs for the gaming 
market, as well as system-on-chip (SoC) for the mobile computing and automotive 
markets. Their Santa Clara campus features four flagship buildings, each of them 50,000 
square feet. The buildings house clean rooms, programmers, and support staff.

In 2020, the 20-year-old roofs on NVIDIA’s Santa Clara facilities were showing signs 
of wear and the owners wanted to prevent any future issues. Instead of replacing all 
200,000 square feet of built-up asphalt roofing, NVIDIA chose to coat the rooftops with 
a silicone coating system manufactured by Carlisle Roof Foam and Coatings (CRFC) and 
installed by GoGreen Roofing Corporation.

Proposal

GoGreen Roofing Corporation is a Bay Area company that offers green roofing solutions 
to homeowners and businesses. With a combined experience of 140 years in roofing 
industry management, they offer unparalleled expertise on re-roofing projects. GoGreen 
places an emphasis on maintaining and preserving existing roofing systems, which 
reduces customer costs while conserving natural resources. 

NVIDIA’s facilities consist of four separate 50,000-square-foot teardrop-shaped structures. 
The buildings’ rooftops have a very low slope (1⁄12 or less) and contain enormous HVAC 
units, coolers, and other equipment that made restoration efforts complicated. 
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PROJECT NAME
NVIDIA

PROJECT LOCATION 
2701 San Thomas Expressway 

Santa Clara, CA

CONTRACTOR 
GoGreen Roofing Corporation

408-343-8495
www.gogreenroofco.com

SQUARE FOOTAGE 
200,000 square feet

PRODUCTS USED
Prime-Tek Bleed Block Plus Primer

SeamlesSEAL® ULTRA HSLV  
Silicone Coating
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GoGreen recommended using SeamlesSEAL ULTRA HSLV Silicone 
Coating by Carlisle Roof Foam and Coatings for the NVIDIA project. 
CRFC’s silicone coating roofing systems are designed to help 
extend the lifespan of the roof with an easy-to-apply, durable, and 
cost-effective solution that typically results in minimal downtime to 
building operations. 

Process

GoGreen began by power washing the existing roofing system, which 
was 20-year-old BUR roofing system with a granulated cap sheet. 
Once the roof was clean and dry, they applied CRFC’s Prime-Tek 
Bleed Block Plus Primer, a water-based, one-part primer that blocks 
bleed-through from asphaltic substrates. Prime-Tek Bleed Block 
Plus Primer also enhances coating adhesion and has low VOC levels. 
This product dries quickly and has excellent resistance to heat, cold, 
moisture, and weathering.

They then completed all of the necessary detail work and power-
rolled the SeamlesSEAL ULTRA HSLV Silicone Coating layer 
throughout the entire roofing area. SeamlesSEAL ULTRA HSLV 
provides superior leak protection, weatherability, and resistance to 
ponding water.

After GoGreen completed the project, their workmanship passed 
inspection with flying colors and the roof received a 20-year 
warranty from CRFC. Together with GoGreen, CRFC was able to 
provide NVIDIA with a simple, cost-effective, highly reflective, and 
environmentally responsible solution to their roofing needs. 
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